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* An invaluable insight into the use of visual effects in film and television * Fully illustrated with diagrams to show you stepby-step techniques * Covers visual effects processes from front-of-camera to post-production * Integrated approach to
film, video and digital techniques * Redefines the rules of photography so that they can be broken for effects * Shows the
line of development from the oldest to the newest processes * A must for cinematographers, editors, designers and
students of VFX alike * Everything you need to know to plan and supervise visual effects shots * Essential reading for
anyone working in commercials/advertising photography or effects Written by an experienced professional, this manual is
the essential guide to understanding the principles and background of modern visual effects. Visual effects are at the
forefront of a digital revolution in the film and video industry and are becoming more and more important to movie
language. This book teaches the practical techniques and skills required to incorporate effects successfully into both film
and television production.
TV Scenic Design is a comprehensive resource for aspiring and practicing set designers. Summarizing the principles and
practices of scenic design, it details design approaches, structures, and staging methods. TV Scenic Design is a
comprehensive resource for aspiring and practicing set designers. Summarizing the principles and practices of scenic
design, it details design approaches, structures, and staging methods. The information contained in the book can be
applied to a variety of design situations, from campus or network TV studios, to exhibitions, audio-visual presentations or
window displays. Whatever the scale, space or budget, the methods described in TV Scenic Design will ensure
professional results. Now expanded to cover 'virtual' set design, this new edition continues to be an invaluable aid to
anyone involved in creating effective sets. Contents: The background of design * The basics of design organization *
Scenic construction * Staging techniques * Staging practices * Shoestring staging * Scenic effect * Electronic reality *
Scenic operation * The designer on location * Controlling the tone and color * Lighting and the designer * glossary * Index
Gerald Millerson's books on television and video have been acknowledged as among the best ever published. His other
titles for Focal Press are Video Production Handbook, The Technique of Television Production, The Technique of
Lighting for Television and Film and, in the Media Manual series, Effective TV Production and Video Camera Techniques.
This practical sourcebook has been specially prepared to give you an at-a-glance guide to quality video program-making
on a modest budget. Emphasis throughout is on excellence with economy; whether you are working alone or with a small
multi-camera group. The well-tried techniques detailed here will steer you through the hazards of production, helping you
to avoid those frustrating, time-wasting problems, and to create an effective video program. For many years Video
Production Handbook has helped students and program-makers in a wide range of organizations. Now in its thoroughly
revised 3rd edition, Video Production Handbook guides you step-by-step, explaining how to develop your initial program
ideas, and build them into a successful working format. It covers the techniques of persuasive camerawork, successful
lighting and sound treatment, video editing...etc. You will find straightforward up-to-the-minute guidance with your daily
production problems, and a wealth of practical tips based on the author's personal experience. In this extended edition,
you will see how you can use quite modest chromakey facilities and visual effects to create the magic of virtual reality
surroundings. Gerald Millerson's internationally acclaimed writings are based on a long and distinguished career with the
BBC. His lecturing background includes TV production courses in the United States and UK. His other books for Focal
Press have become standard works in a number of languages, and include his classic course text Television Production
13th ed, Effective TV Production 3rd ed, Video Camera Techniques 2nd ed, Lighting for TV and Film 3rd ed, Lighting for
Video 3rd ed and TV Scenic Design.
Television Production offers you a very practical guide to professional TV and video production techniques. You will find
straightforward description and explanations of the equipment you will use, and discover the best ways to use it. You will
also learn how to anticipate and quickly overcome typical everyday problems. You will explore in detail all the major
features of television production, learning the secrets of top-grade camerawork, persuasive lighting techniques, effective
sound treatment, as well as the subtle processes of scenic design and the art of video editing. Successful programmaking is about communication and persuasion. It is not merely a matter of knowing which buttons to press, but how to
influence and persuade your audience, hold their attention, develop their interest, and arouse their emotions. This book
tells you how to do all this - and much more. The fourteenth edition has been completely revamped: * New: Coauthor Jim
Owens brings his wealth of teaching and international broadcasting experience * New: In brilliant full color for the first
time, hundreds of new photos and illustrations demonstrate the techniques presented in the book * New: Thoroughly
overhauled with the latest developments in tools and technology * New: Focus on the latest equipment, delivery methods,
and convergence of digital technology
The new edition of the Chartered Management Institute's Open Learning Programme has been updated to include the
latest management concepts and methodologies. It includes current management concepts, the changing legal
framework in which managers operate and the impact of technology in the work environment. The scope of the
workbooks has been broadened to enable more generic and stand-alone use of the materials Each workbook has a new
introduction that places the subject area within the context of the managerial role and the end of each section now has a
learning summary. The final summaries from the first editions have been replaced with a section entitled Toolkits for Busy
Managers that includes links to other workbooks in the series, links to relevant BH / CMI textbooks, further reading,
website addresses, and trade journals User & mentor guides are now a downloadable resource from BH website.
This new edition of the Video Production Handbookwalks students through the full video production process, from the
inception of an idea to final distribution. Concentrating on the techniques and concepts behind the latest equipment, this
book demonstrates the fundamental principles needed to create good video content on any kind of budget. Ideal for
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students, the new edition features a new chapter on directing and updated information on the latest DSLR and cinema
cameras, LED lighting, and much more. A companion website with additional resources for students and professors
rounds out this full-color, highly visual text to meet all of your video production learning needs.
You might not know his name, but you know his initials (THX). Tom Holman's experiments have changed filmmaking for the better.
Written by the 1996 winner of the Cinema Audio Society's Career Achievement Award, Sound for Film and Television covers the
broad field of sound accompanying pictures, from the fundamentals through recording, editing, and mixing for films,
documentaries, and television shows. The book provides a solid grounding in all aspects of the sound process. Basic principles
are presented with illustrations on how they affect the day-to-day activities on a film or television set, in the editing room, and in the
mix room. The accompanying audio CD demonstrates the key concepts discussed in the book. Sound for Film and Television
bridges the gap between production oriented books which lack the detail and theory presented here, and design engineering
oriented books that offer too little content for working professionals. Emphasis is on the principles involved rather than specific
equipment, with illustrations from actual production and post-production activities. The book provides an overall introduction to the
fascinating field of recording, editing, mixing, and exhibiting film and television audio. It strikes a balance between aesthetic and
technical content, combining theory and practice, to approach sound as both an art and a science, as no other text has before.
Tomlinson Holman is best known for his development of new products and processes in the fields of audio and video (with his
patents licensed to more than 45 companies) including the THX Sound System, Home THX, THX Digital Mastering, and the
Apt/Holman Preamplifier. He is also a professor at the University of Southern California School of Cinema-Television. Holman has
started a new company, TMH Corporation, to continue supplying the industry with technical developments, such as MicroTheater,
a desk-top based sound monitoring system designed so that filmmakers can make decisions in an editorial environment that
previously required a full mixing theater. In addition to the Career Achievement Award of the Cinema Audio Society, Holman has
received fellowships from the Audio Engineering Society, the British Kinematograph Sound and Television Society, the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engineers. He also received the Samuel L. Warner Medal for progress in film sound and the
Eastman Kodak Gold Medal for the use of film in education from SMPTE.
A successful screenplay starts with an understanding of the fundamentals of dramatic story structure. In this practical introduction,
Edward J. Fink condenses centuries of writing about dramatic theory into ten concise and readable chapters, providing the tools
for building an engaging narrative and turning it into an agent-ready script. Fink devotes chapters to expanding on the six basic
elements of drama from Aristotle’s Poetics (plot, character, theme, dialogue, sound, and spectacle), the theory and structure of
comedy, as well as the concepts of unity, metaphor, style, universality, and catharsis. Key terms and discussion questions
encourage readers to think through the components of compelling stories and put them into practice, and script formatting
guidelines ensure your finished product looks polished and professional. Dramatic Story Structure is an essential resource not only
for aspiring screenwriters, but also for experienced practitioners in need of a refresher on the building blocks of storytelling.
This book provides the first up-to-date introduction to the shape and style of Australian television in the 1980s, 1990s and beyond.
Traditional formats like news, current affairs and sport as well as newer genres like tabloid and reality TV are treated in detail. The
authors use their expertise in cultural and media studies to take apart the medium in terms of text, genre, audience, nation, culture,
policy, industry and postmodernity. Trends and developments that are taking Australian television into the future, such as the
increasingly international orientation of the local industry and new services like pay TV, community TV and ABC satellite TV are
also examined in depth.
For nearly two decades, Television: Critical Methods and Applications has served as the foremost guide to television studies.
Designed for the television studies course in communication and media studies curricula, Television explains in depth how
television programs and commercials are made and how they function as producers of meaning. Author Jeremy G. Butler shows
the ways in which camera style, lighting, set design, editing, and sound combine to produce meanings that viewers take away from
their television experience. He supplies students with a whole toolbox of implements to disassemble television and read between
the lines, teaching them to incorporate critical thinking into their own television viewing. The fourth edition builds upon the
pedagogy of previous editions to best accommodate current modes of understanding and teaching television. Highlights of the
fourth edition include: New chapter and part organization to reflect the current approach to teaching television—with greatly
expanded methods and theories chapters. An entirely new chapter on modes of production and their impact on what you see on
the screen. Discussions integrated throughout on the latest developments in television’s on-going convergence with other media,
such as material on transmedia storytelling and YouTube’s impact on video distribution. Over three hundred printed illustrations,
including new and better quality frame grabs of recent television shows and commercials. A companion website featuring color
frame grabs, a glossary, flash cards, and editing and sound exercises for students, as well as PowerPoint presentations, sample
syllabi and other materials for instructors. Links to online videos that support examples in the text are also provided. With its
distinctive approach to examining television, Television is appropriate for courses in television studies, media criticism, and
general critical studies.
Video Camera Techniques is an ideal starter guide for anyone owning a camcorder, newcomers to the field of broadcast or
corporate video-making, or students who all wish to make videos to professional standards. Written in Gerald Millserson's easy to
understand style, this step by step guide will help you to master the operation of your camera and quickly develop your own style
and imaginative skills. This new edition now covers the latest types of video camera and gives guidance on camera handling and
picture making form basics to advanced techniques. Gerald Millerson's books on video and television have long been
acknowledged as among the best ever published. For more in-depth coverage of all aspects of video production his highly
acclaimed Video Production Handbook is the definitive work on the subject. He is the author of two other titles in the Media
Manuals series - Lighting for Video and Effective TV Production. His other books published by Focal Press are The Technique of
TV Production (now in its 12th edition), The Techniques of Lighting for TV and Film and TV Scenic Design Handbook.
A practical guide to successful television production techniques, examining the technical operations, the underlying skills of
camerawork, sound, lighting etc, associated crafts, and the work of the television director.
Effective TV Production gives a succinct but thorough overview of the production process. Whatever your role in television, this
book outlines the main functions of your job, placing them in the context of all other operations and showing how they are
interrelated. The book shows how, within the often severe limitations of time and money, it is possible to originate interesting and
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competitive television programmes. It describes the essentials of good camerawork and relates them to considerations of audio,
staging, lighting, make-up and wardrobe techniques and the way in which a production is developed in approach and style form
the initial stages to the moment of shooting. This edition is substantially revised to reflect developments in technology and
contemporary production styles. Gerald Millerson'd books on television have long been acknowledged as among the best ever
published.
This book provides a timely analysis of the relationship between jazz and recording and broadcast technologies in the early
twentieth century. Jazz histories have traditionally privileged qualities such as authenticity, naturalness and spontaneity, but to do
so overlooks jazz's status as a modernist, mechanised art form that evolved alongside the moving image and visual cultures. Jazz
as Visual Language shows that the moving image is crucial to our understanding of what the materiality of jazz really is. Focusing
on Len Lye's direct animation, Gjon Mili's experimental footage of musicians performing and the BBC's Jazz 625 series, this book
places emphasis on film and television that conveys the 'sound of surprise' through formal innovation, rather than narrative
structure. Nicolas Pillai seeks to refine a critical vocabulary of jazz and visual culture whilst arguing that jazz was never just a new
sound; it was also a new way of seeing the world.
This step-by-step guide gives practical instruction on the techniques and skills required to incorporate special effects successfully
into a television production.
Interactive Television Production is essential reading for all broadcasting and new media professionals - whether in production,
marketing, technology, business or management. It will also be of interest to media students and anyone looking to get an insight
into the future of television production. It provides a practical, step-by-step guide to the processes and issues involved in taking an
interactive television idea through to being an operational service - based on the knowledge and experience of leading interactive
television producers. This book can be used as a quick-and-easy reference guide, with each chapter containing a 'Chapter in 30
seconds' summary for easy reference, or read from cover to cover. Using accessible language, the author provides detailed
descriptions of iTV software technologies (OpenTV, MHEG-5, TV Navigator), delivery technologies (cable, satellite and terrestrial)
and production tools. There are also entire chapters devoted to key issues like the commercial side of iTV and the latest work on
usability and design. The accompanying web site www.InteractiveTelevisionProduction.com contains useful links designed to help
with common iTV questions and issues. There are also entertaining quizzes for each chapter that let you test your knowledge of
the concepts introduced in the book.
Unlike a studio production, many factors can adversely affect your television sports shoot including weather, lighting, and natural
sound. A successful shoot is dependent on extensive planning, careful budgetting, technology, location, and a thorough
understanding of the intricacies of the sport itself. With so much at stake, why not learn from an expert? In Television Sports
Production, Fifth Edition Jim Owens walks you through the planning, set-up, directing, announcing, shooting, and editing involved
with covering a sports event. This manual gives you the tools to effectively cover sports ranging such as football, soccer, and
basketball. Tips and advice on using mobile units, cameras, audio equipment, and lighting rigs will enable you to produce live or
recorded coverage like an expert and capture professional-quality footage on the first take. After all, there are no instant replays!
This new edition has been updated to include: Techniques used by producers to capture the essence of individual Tips on
shooting in 3D, 5D, 4k and 8K Coverage using surround sound and the second screen Extras such as camera and microphone
diagrams and an easy-reference glossary
Television ProductionTaylor & Francis
The book shows how, within the often severe limitations of time and money, it is possible to originate interesting and competitive television
programmes. It describes the essentials of good camerawork and relates them to considerations of audio, staging, lighting, make-up and
wardrobe techniques and the way in which a production is developed in approach and style form the initial stages to the moment of shooting.
This edition is substantially revised to reflect developments in technology and contemporary production styles. Gerald Millerson'd books on
television have long been acknowledged as among the best ever published. Learn all about the various jobs in television and how they
interrelate.Gain a comprehensive overview of the stages through which a television programme must pass before the moment of
shooting.Revised to bring you up to date with the latest developments in technology and contemporary production styles.
This new edition of the Video Production Handbook walks students through the full video production process, from inception of idea to final
distribution. Concentrating on the techniques and concepts behind the latest equipment, this book demonstrates the fundamental principles
needed to create good video content on any kind of budget. Ideal for students, the new edition features a new chapter on directing and
updated information on the latest DSLR and cinema cameras, LED lighting and much more. A companion website with additional resources
for professors rounds out this full-color, highly visual text to meet all of your video production learning needs.
The nature of light - The eye and perception - The principles of lighting - Lighting people - The production process - Lighting on location Atmospheric lighting - Light sources - Lighting equipment - Color temperature - Picture control - Scenery - Visual effects - Safety!
This revised edition of a standard textbook combines an examination of the cinema and television industries with a detailed analysis of their
aesthetic and semiotic characteristics. John Ellis draws on his experience as an independent television producer to provide a comprehensive
and challenging overview of the place of film, television and video in our daily lives and their future prospects in a changing media landscape.
This book, stressing the importance of preparation, hard work, and marketing your business, focuses on traditional entertainment like music
and acting but also delves into less conventional work like working as a Foley artist or as a children's entertainer.
Television Production offers you a very practical guide to professional TV and video production techniques. Here you will find straightforward
descriptions and explanations of the equipment you will use, and discover the best ways to use it. The authors also tell you how to anticipate
and quickly overcome commonly-encountered problems in television production. You will explore in detail all the major features of television
production, learning the secrets of top-grade camerawork, persuasive lighting techniques, effective sound treatment, as well as the subtle
processes of scenic design and the art of video editing. Successful program-making is about communication and persuasion. It is not merely
a matter of knowing which buttons to press, but how to influence and persuade your audience, hold their attention, develop their interest, and
arouse their emotions. This book tells you how to do all this - and much more. The 15th edition has been completely revamped to include
lessons on: * 3D- how to use 3D cameras, field-tested 3D workflows, and more * Shooting with DSLRs * Lighting with LEDs * Field-proven
lessons and techniques on everything you need to know about the tools and tricks of television production, telling you how, as well as why
and when to employ certain techniques and tools * New edition updated to include lessons on 3D-workflows and working with 3D cameras,
shooting with DSLRs, lighting with LEDs, and more * Full of inspiring 4-color images that visually drive home the lessons conveyed in the text

In the last decade a greater demand has been placed on cameramen to record sound as well as pictures on location. For anyone
wanting to learn about the basics of recording sound, specific to single camera location work this book provides an ideal
grounding. It covers the equipment a single operator would use, methods and examples of how to learn sound techniques and
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ways of successfully working alone. While it offers an account of audio theory, including post-production it also explains the
essential audio technology basics. Covering typical techniques including live broadcasting, it teaches practical everyday instruction
on what microphones to rig, how to sound balance everyday news, magazine and current affairs etc. Techniques are explained
and laid out in an accessible format supported by diagrams and are organised in easy to browse topics for quick reference. The
author's approach is clear yet comprehensive, offering real hands-on experience of the skills involved in broadcast audio. This
manual is seen as a basic, practical introduction to tackling the problems of recording sound on location as a cameraman, thus
providing the necessary experience and knowledge required of everyday operation.
When it was first published in 1993, Secrets of Screen Acting broke new ground in explaining how acting for the camera is
different from acting on stage. Reaction time is altered, physical timing and placement are reconceived, and the proportions of the
digital frame itself become the measure of all things, so the director must conceptualize each image in terms of this new rectangle
and actors must 'fit' into the frame. Based on a revolutionary non-Method approach to acting, this book shows what actually works:
how an actor, an announcer--anyone working in front of the cameras--gives excellent performances on screen. Instead of starting
with what is real and trying to wrestle that onto the screen, Patrick Tucker explains how to work with the realities of a shoot and
work from there towards the real. His step-by-step guide to the elements of effective screen acting is an extension and explanation
of a lifetime of work in the field, containing over 50 acting exercises and the tried-and-tested Screen Acting Checklist. As well as
being completely updated to cover new techniques, film references and insights, this third edition now includes a set of Film Clip
Time Codes for each film. These not only itemise the films discussed in each chapter, but also pinpoint the precise moments
where each example can be found so that students, teachers, and professional actors can refer to them quickly and easily.
An excellent primer on the subject, this book gives beginning professionals in satellite newsgathering an introduction to the
technologies and processes involved. It will also suit journalists, editors and producers needing to understand this important
element of the newsgathering chain. Written for the complete beginner, the book shows how typical transmission chains work and
their communication with the studio. It also offers a brief introduction to analogue and digital theory before going onto to explain
Electronic Newsgathering (ENG) systems: from basic principles: transmission and reception chains, frequencies used and why,
through to audio channel, subcarriers and digital modulation, as well as applications: radio cameras, window links, infra-red & laser
links. A brief chapter on satellite theory gives an overview of satellite communication and orbits, basic satellite communication
theory, transportables (`flyaways') and trucks, as well as analogue vs digital issues, digital compression and MPEG. Systems
regulations and operations are also introduced as well as safety and logistics issues. If you're looking for a quick and easy
introduction to the subject, this book will act as an essential on the job reference guide.
Skilful lighting involves a subtle blend of systematic mechanics and a sensitive visual imagination. It requires anticipation,
perceptiveness, patience and know-how. But learning through practice alone can take a great deal of time. This book is a
distillation of many years' experience, with advice and guidance that will bring successful results right from the start. Whether you
are a student studying lighting techniques in the television, video and film media, or a professional lighting for the camera, this
book will be an invaluable aid. Other members of the production team, including camera crews, designers and directors, will also
find the information here interesting and useful. The book concentrates primarily on the fundamental principles of lighting in
studios, on location and display, as well as single-camera, small unit production, improvised and economy lighting, and working
with limited facilities. Emphasis is also placed on the safety aspects of working with lighting equipment. Lighting for Television and
Film reflects the author's considerable experience of lighting techniques in BBC studios, his teaching and consultancy work.
Gerald Millerson's analytical writings spring from a lifetime's personal experience in the medium, and from his teaching and
engineering background. During his career with the BBC, he was primarily associated with studio operations in the Television
Service. His lecturing background included courses in TV production at a number of American universities. His other books for
Focal Press are Television Production, TV Scenic Design, Video Production Handbook and, in the Media Manuals series, Effective
TV Production, Lighting for Video and Video Camera Techniques.
The four volumes of Film Study include a fresh approach to each of the basic categories in the original edition. Volume one
examines the film as film; volume two focuses on the thematic approach to film; volume three draws on the history of film; and
volume four contains extensive appendices listing film distributors, sources, and historical information as well as an index of
authors, titles, and film personalities.
An introductory guide for students learning professional make-up, hairdressing and wardrobe skills and `front of camera'
professionals needing an understanding of the techniques. Written by an experienced professional, this manual offers a step-by
step approach for the complete beginner with diagrams to show procedures for a variety of make-up effects, from corrective and
character make-up, to period dramas, special effects and prosthetics. It describes the skills required of the job, introduces special
make-up products and how to apply them for different effect and sets the context for the make-up artist's role, by considering
technical requirements such as lighting, camerawork and chroma-key backgrounds.
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